Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Spring 2015

Age Group:

U12

8

Week:

Topic: Individual defending
Objective: To improve your players ability to defend well individually
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization
1v1 Knock the Ball Off the Cone (10 minutes)
Within a 20Wx30L grid, set up one cone in the middle of the end line
with a ball on top. Red serves the ball to white and the game is on.
White will try to knock red's ball off the cone. If red steals the ball, they
try to score by knocking white's ball down. Once a goal is scored or the
ball is knock off the field, the game is over and the next ball is served.

Diagram

Click to insert session diagram

• Play 4 rounds of 2 minutes each with a 30 second break in between
rounds

3v3 to four Goals (14 minutes)
In a 20Wx30L grid, play 3v3. Each team defends 2 goals on one
end and attacks their opponent's 2 goals.
Any goal scored immediately after a tackle is worth 5 points.
Stage 2
Any
other goal worth 1 point.
Small Sided
Activity

Click to insert session diagram

C - When should you tackle the ball?
P - When the ball gets away from the attacker
or I am positive I can safely challenge for the
ball.
C - Why should you delay the ball instead of
trying to win it?
P- The attacker has controlled the ball and I
want to try to force them into my teammates

Click to insert session diagram

C - When should you use restraint when
tackling?
P - The attacker has good control of the ball
and his head's up, I should be more cautious.
C - Where should you recover to if you get
beat?
P - Behind the ball in line with the ball and
near post.

• Play 4 rounds of 4 minutes each with a 1 minute break in
between rounds

4v4 Game (16 minutes)
In a 30Wx40L grid, play a game to goal.
Scoring:
Stage 3
Any goal scored by an individual who has just stolen the ball is
Expanded worth 10 points.
Small Sided
All other goal worth 1 point.
Activity
Play two 7 minute games with 2 minutes rest
• Play 2 rounds of 7 minutes each with a 2 minute break in
between rounds

Coach Interventions**

Coach (C) - What should your angle of
approach be when pressuring?
Player (P) - Slightly curved, cutting off one side.
C - What should your feet look like once you
have gotten close to the player with the ball?
P - Staggered, with my heels off the ground.
C - When can you run fast at the attacker?
P - When they have not received the ball yet or
do not have it under control.

7v7: (20 minutes)

Reinforce defending techniques: speed of

• Play 2 rounds of 9 minutes with a 2 minute break in between rounds

tackling techniques.

Stage 4
• On a 70Lx40W field, the Red team (Target Team) will play a 1-2-3-1 and the White team will play 1-1-3-2 approach, angle of approach, body shape,
Conditioned
• Play the game encouraging players to recognize when to become the pressing defender.
footwork, delaying technique (jockeying,)
Game
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